Cock your crossbow.
Pull the

Specs.
- Draw weight (tension test ): 130 lbs
- Weight: 5.06 Lbs
- FPS :220
- Magazine capacity: 26 balls
- Stock: Nylon
- Limbs : Steel
What is included:
-Crossbow
- Manual
- 3 short arrows
- 20 steel balls

safety bar.
1.

William Tell Archery crossbow’s body and limbs are warranted for a year
from purchase.
Strings are not warranted but can be ordered through us.

WARRANTY
EBAY: WILLIAMTELLARCHERYSUPPLIES
E-mail: contactus@williamtellarchery.com
Website: WWW.WILLIAMTELLARCHERY.COM

Contact us
3. Pull the loader and a new ball will be ready to shoot.
1.
2.

Shooting pellets.

William Tell Archery
add up to 26 pellets.

Loading pellets
1. Open the magazine window by sliding the window stick forward , and
Loading your crossbow

Assembly Instructions
Mount the limb system in the deck of the body , make sure it is fully
assembled .

1. Place your foot completely through the stirrup. Grab the string in each
hand next to both sides of the mainframe. Learn to use your hands as
guides.
Note: Be sure to insert your foot far enough into the stirrup so that the
crossbow cannot slip off your foot when cocking, as this can cause serious
harm to you.
2. With the safety in the upward or fire position and your arms locked, pull
the string back by standing straight up until you hear a click in the trigger
housing.
3. After the string is drawn back, relax string tension slightly to be sure
that the string is held securely by the string latch. If the string is not held
securely, pull back again until you hear the click in the trigger housing.

2. Make sure the crossed strings are inside the barrel as the picture above
shows.

3.Use the bolt provided and insert in the hole below the crossbow’s
mouth , tight using the Allen wrench provided.

Maintenance
1. Put a coat of linseed or tung oil every 6 months.
2. Check cams and string periodically.

